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    Index     

  Academic skepticism,      72  ,   151  
  and authentic resoluteness,      32   
  and Platonism,      75  ,   83  ,   241n7   
  as a servitude,      43   
  as a witness,      26    

  Adam    
  Adamic myth contaminated by the Orphic 

myth,      264n63   
  and original sin,      80  ,   88  ,   89  ,   95  ,   103  ,   105  ,   112  , 

  116  ,   122  ,   123  ,   126  ,   133  ,   136  ,   143  ,   154  , 
  159  ,   160  ,   171  ,   186  ,   191  ,   192  ,   267n29  , 
  271n21  ,   278n18   

  and pride,      87  ,   107   
  and the lose of God’s friendship,      301n10   
  and the mystery of evil initiative,      115  , 

  123  ,   274n54   
  Augustine’s ideal of sexual intercourse 

projected back into Paradise,      224   
  fi rst Adam and second Adam    

  and salvation history,      192   
  and marriage solidarity of spouses as 

symbol of human solidarity:    
  Adam against Eve vs solidarity of 

Christ as second Adam with church 
as second Eve,      225     

  Pauline allegory of servile will vs 
Augustinian history,      97   

  spiritual concupiscence inherited from,      116    
  Adeodatus,      217  ,   229  ,   250n33  ,   305n61   
  adultery,      220  ,   229  

  and legal status of in antiquity,      220    
  Alypius at Augustine’s conversion,      20  ,   22  ,   62   
   amantem memoriam ,      8  ,   11  ,   12  ,   13  ,   14  ,   15  ,   211  ,   227  , 

  235  ,   236  ,   237  ,   242n29   
  Ambrose    

  as the true witness,       25  –  28    

  his canticle,      xi  ,   180   
  his celibacy,      219  ,   221   
  spiritual interpretation of scripture,      6  ,   28  , 

  30  ,   213    
   analogia fi dei ,      237  

  authentic discourse level for grace and 
freedom,      307n101   

  God, Trinity and self-knowledge,      15  ,   73    
  anthropology    

  and evil,      82  ,   270n58   
  and negative anthropology,      242n21   
  and sexuality,      224   
  Augustine’s,      218   
  dualist,      263n41   
  of a human puppet,      280n77   
  Platonist,      89  ,   211  ,   213   
  tragic,      152    

  Antony St. of Egypt    
  as a witness,      20  ,   26  ,   62  ,   216    

  Archambault,      56  ,   248n14      
  Aristotle    

  and Augustine’s radical philosophy of 
freedom,      101   

  on narrative refi guration and truth,      151    
  ascent of soul.    See    Neoplatonism 

  via descent of soul in confessional 
Christianity,      7  ,   16  ,    88  –  93   ,   265n72    

  asceticism    
  communitarian/confessional asceticism,      6  , 

  64  ,   65  ,   66  ,   85  ,    226  –  231   ,   233  ,   256n34  , 
  256n35  ,   261n31  ,   303n43    

  astrology    
  and fate,      209   
  discredited by Augustine,      28   
  vs astronomy,      202    

  astronomy.    See    astrology, Manicheanism  
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  Augustine  (passim)     
  and the defeasibility of testimony,      3   
  his triple conversion in the Confessions,   

    147  –  149    
  interpreting the scriptures,       200  –  212    
  original sin and his closeness to death 

and damnation,      80  ,   95   
  relations with women,      39  ,   41  ,   62  ,   219  ,   220  , 

  223  ,   224  ,   229   
  the role of tragic theology in the 

emplotment of his character in the 
Confessions,       151  –  155    

  witnessed in the Confessions against 
Academic skepticism, astrology, 
Latin culture, magic, Platonic pride, 
and Manichaeism,      23    

  Augustinian consensus    
  as cultural credible of Western 

Christianity,      72   
  as discredited in modernity,      72    

  autarky,      4  ,   17  ,   120  ,   146  ,   150     

  Babcock,      261n32  ,   267n29  ,   274n66   
  Babylon    

   libido dominandi ,      225    
  Bakan,      37  ,   39  ,   41  ,   43  ,   45  ,   248n16  ,   249n21  , 

  251n41  ,   251n53  ,   252n60   
  Balsamo,      256n35      
  baptism    

  as death and new birth in Christ    
  ancestor/kinship vs resurrection 

community,      62  ,   167  ,   249n33    
  concupiscence still strong aft er baptism,      251n49   
  fate of unbaptized infants.    See    suff ering  ; 

  original sin  
  is not universal,      139   
  its practice as a traditional, historical/

temporal narrative marker,      123  ,   126   
  necessary for a more fully satisfactory 

contemplation,      8  ,   86  ,   241n7.  
   See    creation  ;   lyric voice/gift  
economy  ;   Kenney  

  of unconscious friend and Augustine’s 
reaction,      232    

  Barth    
  according to Ricoeur evil as a Barthian 

dialectic fails,      97  ,   267n12   
  Ricoeur is not a Barthian,      240n6    

  Beatrice,      275n66      
  Benjamin, Walter    

  Christ’s death and Augustine’s death in 
baptism,      167  ,   284n70  ,   284n76   

  history, interpretation and the divine plan of 
salvation,      164  ,   284n72   

  narrative as the medium of tragedy,       163  –  167   , 
  284n71  ,   284n72   

  response to evil and suff ering as the ability 
to continue the story,       147  –  48   ,   189  , 
  282n3  ,   282n4  ,   284n74   

  the storyteller,      1  ,   2  ,   147  ,   282n3   
  the warm hope we draw from the fate 

of characters in a story must be 
exposed to Freud’s cold necessity,   
   167  ,   284n78    

  Bible    
  truth of.    See    Testimony: proof   

  Bochet,      204  ,   240n6  ,   292n28  ,   292n29   
  Bonner,      277n13  

  at the end of his life Augustine claimed 
that he opposed Pelagianism in the 
Confessions,      268n29      

  belief in the damnation of unbaptized 
infants was not restricted to 
Africa,      275n75   

  eucharistic minister and faithful as a 
sacrifi ce,      254n86  ,   254n91   

  in Augustine contemplation and theory are 
always joined,      241n4   

  original sin was not invented by Augustine,   
   274n66        

  Bourke,      298n65   
  Bowery,      244n52   
  Boyer    

  predestination,      137  ,   278n34    
  Brachtendorf    

  evil and suff ering,      288n43    
  Brisson,      297n55   
  Brown,      143n45  

   Ad Simplicianum  as the intellectual charter 
of the Confessions,      103  ,   268n47   

  Augustine as a  servi Dei ,      66  ,   257n42   
  Augustine’s coerced ordination,      254n2   
  Augustine’s unhistrionic view of 

Christianity,      195  ,   290n82   
  Augustine’s yearning vs classical tranquility,   

   92  ,   266n80   
  Confessions as an act of therapy,      35  ,   248n11   
  Donatists and predestination,      194  ,   289n78   
  historians must deal with psychological studies 

of personality and motivation,      56   
   libido dominandi ,      247n1    ,   248n11   
  Monica    

  idealization to ordinariness,      40  ,   62  , 
  250n36  ,   256n29    
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  on attitudes towards sex in antiquity,   
   304n57      

  on Sheed’s translation of the Confessions,   
   xv  ,   1  ,   240n1   

  Patricius    
  from rejection to acceptance,      40  , 

  62  ,   249n31    
  Plotinus and Augustine on the inner world,   

   247n112   
  religion and the night-sky in 

antiquity,      297n54   
  the unbearable closeness of God in the 

Confessions,      1  ,   239n1    
  Browning    

  Augustine as a narcissist,      57  ,   59  ,   60  ,   64  ,   255  , 
  255n11  ,   255n13  ,   255n21  ,   255n27    

  Bruning,      292  ,   292n26  ,   300n8  ,   310  ,   313   
  Burnaby.    See    original sin: unbaptized 

infants: as Suff ering Itself, as a 
heartrending fact 

  Augustine holds two views of suff ering – 
suff ering without reserve for all vs 
penal just retribution but, because 
the latter can account for the 
existence of suff ering, Augustine 
opts for the penal view,      126  ,   187  ,   188  , 
  276n74  ,   288n51–53   

  moral solidarity of humankind vs 
autarky,      273n35   

  on Augustine’s intolerant treatment of the 
Donatists,      289n78   

  on fear of force vs fear without 
self-regard,      288n52   

  on the graced love of righteousness and 
mystic rapture,      301n9    

  Burns    
  Augustine on marriage, continence, and 

celibacy,      224  ,   302  ,   302n39  ,   302n41  , 
  304n48  ,   304n49   

  development of doctrine of grace,      135  , 
  267n29  ,   278n19  ,   279n41  , 
  280n72   

  on concubinage and Augustine,      229  , 
  305n62   

  on predestination,      135  ,   137  ,   138  , 
  278n19  ,   278n22  ,   279n36  , 
  287n37  ,   288n37   

  on predestination and Augustine’s bad faith 
defense,      138  ,   279n36–37   

  on predestination and perseverance,   
   137  ,   279n37    

  Burrell,      35  ,   248n9  ,   310     

  Cameron,      219  ,   242  ,   258n59  ,   301n19  ,   310   
  Capps    

  Augustine and the Oedipus complex,   
   36  ,   248n15   

  Augustine as a narcissist,      x  ,   36  ,   53  ,   54  ,   56  , 
  57  ,   59  ,   64  ,   239  ,   239n2  ,   248  ,   254n92  , 
  254n95  ,   255  ,   255n4  ,   255n8  ,   310  ,   316    

  carnal members of the church    
  and the fourfold typology of humanity,   

    206  –  208     
  Cassiciacum    

  as earthly paradise,      216   
  and the resurrection community,      227    

  Cavadini    
  on pride,      306n71  ,   310   
  on the signifi cance of spousal solidarity,      225  , 

  304n50  ,   307n84    
  Cayr é ,      137  ,   278n29  ,   310   
  celibacy.    See    marriage vs continence and 

celibacy  ;   marriage vs continence and 
celibacy at Augustine’s conversion  ; 
  Augustine: relations with women  ; 
  women: status of  ;   marriage: 
solidarity of spouses  ;   marriage: for 
ideal of merges with continence and 
celibacy  ;   Ricoeur: on original sin  ; 
  Ricoeur: marriage theory of  ;   Freud/
Freudianism 

  Alypius’ argument in favor of,      219   
  as a remedy for lust,      221   
  as Augustine’s preferred institution of 

freedom,      225   
  Augustine says that Christians choose 

to marry because they lack the 
self-control for celibacy,      304n47   

  Freud/Freudianism suspect Augustine’s 
celibacy as narrowing and as 
sublimation driven by the vital 
immortality of desire,      42  ,   45   

  in late antiquity the cultural view of 
marriage and sexuality was not 
modeled on intellectual love and 
celibacy lived in community 
was,      226   

  Sidonius’ example of celibacy as a loft y 
vocation,      303n42    

  Chadwick,      244n63    ,   311   
  Ch é n é ,      138  ,   139  ,   141  ,   279n46  ,   280n66  , 

  280n71  ,   311   
  Chomarat,      255n8  ,   311   
  Christ    

  and ransom theory,       131  –  134    
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  as the second Adam is a symbol of spousal 
solidarity – Adam against Eve vs 
solidarity of Christ as second Adam 
with church as second Eve,      225   

  baptism as death and new birth – the 
new community is founded on 
ancestor/kinship or is a resurrection 
community,      40  ,   62  ,   167   

  Freud/Freudianism project omnipotent, 
immortal neurotic desire on to God 
as Father as in ‘killed by’ vs ‘dying 
for’ as in Jesus’ freely willed death 
for all out of compassion-,       50  –  53    

  his freedom transforms a univocal justice 
view of ransom theory via a tragic 
memorial into a gift ,       144  –  146    

  incarnation rejected by Manichaeism – Jesus 
who is wholly divine cannot be born 
or die because the body is evil,      90   

  narcissism – God derided Augustine’s 
choice of a select few in favor a 
trans-narcissistic confessional 
community – Christ died “for 
all”,       67  –  69    

  the freedom with which he accepts his tragic 
fate transforms the wisdom/tragic 
economy into the gift  economy with 
its selfl ess service for all,       151  –  155   , 
   184  –  189    

  wisdom’s confessional narrative universal 
with Christ as the way 153 vs Platonic 
contemplation,      79    

  church    
  and the spiritual and carnal members: 

Augustine’s fourfold typology of 
humanity,       206  –  208     

  Cicero    
  and Augustine on friendship,      300n8   
  and Augustine’s new rhetoric,      240n1   
  his  pectus  and the journey to immortal 

wisdom,      217   
   Hortensius  and the journey to immortal 

wisdom,      74  ,   79   
   Hortensius  as more eloquent than the Bible,   

   25  ,   213   
  in agreement with the Stoics viewed 

happiness as virtue,      66   
  on continence,      305n61   
  on natural law,      131  ,   132  ,   133    

  Clancy,      253n84  ,   311   

  Clark, Elizabeth,      303n43  ,   305n61  ,   306n66  ,   311   
  Clark, Gillian,      240n1  ,   244n63  ,   247n114  ,   256n29  , 

  272n23  ,   294n41  ,   301n21  ,   302n22  , 
  302n27  ,   303n42  ,   305n61  ,   305n63  ,   311   

  Clark, Mary,      254n91  ,   311   
  coercion.    See    Donatist  ;   predestination: 

Donatists  ;   narcissism  ;   Markus 
  and the grace of selfl ess service for all,      x  ,   xi  , 

  56  ,   59  ,   65  ,   66  ,   67  ,   68  ,   69  ,   71  ,   73  ,   127  , 
  178  ,   180  ,   187  ,   188  ,   193  ,   195  ,   196  ,   197  , 
  198  ,   227   

  Donatist objections to,      290n86   
  Augustine’s press-ganged ordination,      x  ,   56  , 

  59  ,   65  ,   68  ,   69  ,   187  ,   254n2  ,   257n55    
  concubine/mistress/concubinage,      3  ,   27  , 

  60  ,   62  ,   229  ,   230  ,   250n33  ,   261n33  , 
  303n42  ,   305n61   

  concupiscence    
  as spiritual    

  and anterior bondage,      116   
  as carnal vs sexual,      159   
  binds the servile will,      116  ,   121   
  inherited by propagation,      118   
  inherited from Adam,      116   
  privation,      119   
  vs delight in ethical freedom in 

Book 8,      193   
  vs sexual,      118  ,   119  ,   121    

  presence in baptized and    
  perseverance,      193     

  confessional Christianity,       88  –  93    
  Confessions  (passim)     

  audience,       65  –  69   
  fear of losing,      257n53     

  contemplation.    See    Creation  ;   Cicero  ;   Kenney  ; 
  Plotinus  ;   Lyric voice/gift  economy  ; 
  Neoplatonic mitigated dualism 

  and the body,      87  ,   89   
  and the spiritual people of Book 13,      210   
  and the Vision at Ostia,       8  –  12    
  and time and eternity,      204  ,   211   
  and wisdom as a confessional narrative 

universal with Christ as the  via  vs 
Platonic contemplation,      79   

  confession is the goal of the contemplation 
of God,      245n68   

  disturbed by sin,      50   
  early in his career – in  De animae quantitate 

–  Augustine believed that great souls 
could achieve union with God in 
this life,      257n43   

Christ (cont.)
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  for Augustine contemplation and theory are 
always joined,      241   

  is of the created world, the scriptures, the 
Word, and the Trinity, all set within 
the church,      297n55   

  propaedeutic to confession, and not salvifi c,   
   263n48  ,   264n51  ,   264n53   

  secures the transcendental hope of the soul 
at the cost Plotinian equanimity,      86   

  teaches that the soul is contingent and fallen 
but that God is attentive to it,      9   

  the ascent of the soul is through meditation 
on scripture,      243n46   

  through Neoplatonic contemplation 
Augustine learned that God is the 
source of all things,      259n11    

  continence.    See    marriage vs continence and 
celibacy  ;   Monica: marriage  ;   celibacy 

  and Augustine’s conversion,      302n33   
  and Augustine’s inability to will,      88   
  and coercive grace,      xi  ,   180   
  and dualism,      251n56   
  and philosophy,      305n61   
  and sexual lust,      42   
  and the contractual relationship,      44   
  and the master/slave dialectic,      43  ,   44   
  as a gift  of grace,      73   
  as spiritual it masters the  triplex 

concupiscentia ,      87   
  includes mastery of sexual lust, lust of the 

eyes, and the pride of life the  triplex 
concupiscentia ,      42   

  Monica as continence personifi es mutuality 
at Augustine’s conversion,      62   

  personifi cation of at Augustine’s 
conversion,      27   

  personifi ed as a non-kinship fi gure at 
Augustine’s conversion,      62   

  personifi ed as a witness at Augustine’s 
conversion,      62   

  vs marriage,      303n43    
  conversion    

  Augustine’s triple conversion in the 
Confessions, freedom for a life of 
justice, of inscrutable wisdom, and 
of gift /kenosis,       147  –  149   ,   150  ,   181  ,   189    

  Cornford,      210  ,   292  ,   292n30  ,   293n34  ,   297n55  , 
  297n56  ,   298n59   

  Coyle,      262n40  ,   311   
  creation    

  attitudes to,       200  –  204   

  cyclical time vs linear time,      202  ,   299n65   
  detachment, resoluteness, and consent vs 

epigenesis of consolation,      200  ,   202  , 
  203  ,   211  ,   212  ,   214  ,   227  ,   233   

  fi rmament as Plato’s celestial clock vs 
scriptural narrative,      202  ,   210   

  love of necessity vs love of possibility,      201  , 
  206  ,   212  ,   214  ,   233   

  mysticism and the eternal present vs 
narrating as the deepening of time’s 
internal hierarchy,      77  ,   201  ,   202  ,   203  , 
  204  ,   206  ,   207  ,   210  ,   211  ,   214   

  resignation vs hope,      200  ,   201  ,   202  ,   203  , 
  204  ,   205  ,   207  ,   208  ,   210  ,   211  ,   212   

  righteousness vs listening,      xi  ,   27  , 
  200  ,   202   

  time in the world soul vs personal 
time,      202   

  tragic fate and wisdom vs grace-fi lled 
imagination,      200  ,   201  ,   202  ,   203  ,   205  , 
  207  ,   209  ,   211  ,   212     

  criteriology of the divine    
  and the divestment of moral bondage and 

evil infi nity: Augustine, as a Master 
of Suspicion switches from a justice 
discourse to a gift  discourse,      75   

  and the hermeneutics of testimony    
  as a greatest possible divestment,      75   
  as a learned unknowing,      259n14  ,   270n85    

  as defeasible cannot act as a foundational 
certainty where philosophy has 
failed,      30  ,   73   

  as internal refl ection forms a spiral with 
the hermeneutics of testimony 
and external acts and signs,      17  ,   71  , 
  73  ,   259n12   

  Augustine’s critics old and new fi nd fatal 
fl aws others temporize,      134  ,   140  ,   151   

  for judging consciousness    
  as a learned unknowing,      72  ,   73   
  as testifying to true God or false,      17  , 

  74  ,   234   
  as testifying to true God vs 

Manichaeism,      258n9   
  in terms of original sin, election and 

predestination,      72    
  impure criteriology trapped Augustine in 

Manichaeism,      74   
  in the Confessions,       73  –  75    
  the knowledge of God is mediated in 

judgment of truth of fi nite reality,      73   
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  and lyric and erotic beauty,      75   
  and the failure of Augustinian 

theodicy,       76  –  79     
  Crouse,      243n48  ,   258n8  ,   311   
  culturally credible vs culturally incredible    

  and the Bible,      213   
  and the cross and resurrection,       213  –  215    
  confessional discourse ruptured by 

modernity and its literal/normal 
discourse of necessity,      214   

  discourse of classical antiquity ruptured by 
the Confessions,      214   

  in the Confessional genre    
  which combines Platonism with the 

psalms,      2  ,   6  ,   10  ,   64  ,   213  ,   240n1       

  Dawson,      296n47  ,   311   
  De Simone,      274n66  ,   311   
  derision, divine,      x  ,    68  ,   162  ,   178.     See    laughter, 

divine  
  devil    

  and the mysterious origin of his perverse 
will for he was made wholly good,   
   76  ,   106  ,   274n54   

  as captain of the slave ship,      122  ,   158  ,   274n54   
  exorcized in baptismal right,      122  ,   281n83   
  his perverse self-love makes him the father 

of lies,      108   
  personifi es the anteriority of Pauline 

spiritual concupiscence,      87  ,   105   
  ransom theory and the tragic and 

irrevocable consequences of Adam’s 
sin,      122  ,   145  ,   277n7   

  ransom theory: Christ satisfying vs 
surpassing the devil’s right,      186    

  Dittes,      37  ,   38  ,   39  ,   41  ,   45  ,   239n2  ,   248  ,   249n22  , 
  251n40  ,   252n58  ,   252n59  ,   252n72  , 
  256n30  ,   311  ,   316   

   docta ignorantia .    See    van Bavel  ;   God  ; 
  predestination  ;   lyric voice/gift  
economy  

  Dodaro,      144  ,   241n13  ,   277n10  ,   280n81  ,   311  ,   319   
  Dodds,      35  ,   41  ,   52  ,   53  ,   248  ,   251n39  ,   254n88  ,   311   
  Donatist.    See    predestination 

  purity as self-righteousness does do not 
off er a free pardon for all,      180  ,   195  , 
  196  ,   197   

  some excluded from Augustine’s “for all,”      197    
  Dougherty,      277n17  ,   290n87  ,   311   
  Dubarle,      271n6  ,   311   
  Duff y,      140  ,   279n55–56  ,   311     

  economies/discourses.    See    conversion  ;   original 
sin, predestination  ;   lyric voice/gift  
economy  

  emperor    
  and salvifi c coercion of Donatists,      197   
  as wise and Christian,      196   
  Augustine’s atomistic personalism meant 

that for Augustine the emperor 
coerces as a member of the church 
not as a representative of the 
state.    See    Markus, Predestination  ; 
  Donatist  ;   coercion   

  enemies    
  love of as a hyperethical command,      126  ,   179  , 

  180  ,   181  ,   198  ,   199  ,   216  ,   219  ,   233    
  eucharist    

  and gratuitously willed suff ering as 
an everyday aff air in the life of 
members of the congregation,      187   

  as a sacrifi ce out of compassion,      253n86   
  belongs to the lyric voice/gift  economy 

as gratuitously willed suff ering in 
Books 9 and 10,       186  –  187    

  minister as a sacrifi ce,      187  ,   254n91   
  the congregation belong to the sacrifi ce,   

   187  ,   254n86   
  the liturgical prayer in Books 9 and 10 

accompany or even embody,   
   186  ,   253n85   

  the liturgical prayer prerequisite for 
contemplation,      8    

  evil.    See    theodicy, original sin, Manichaeism 
  a Ricoeurian narrative response,       96  –  99    
  and the failure of Augustinian 

theodicy,       76  –  79    
  as the product of free-will transfers the 

question of evil from its gnostic 
origin into the sphere of action and 
willing,      79   

  creation ex nihilo and fallibility,      78   
  evil initiative as a mystery,      115  ,   123  , 

  274n54   
  origin of ineluctable evil,      76   
  privation theory of,      95   
  voluntary vs ineluctable evil,      76    

  Evodius    
  as a witness,      217      

  Fairweather,      275n77  ,   312   
  false consciousness,       31  –  33   

  and religion as a necessary illusion,      54   
  and the innocence of desire,      94   

criteriology of the divine (cont.)
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  Augustine’s awareness of himself,      34  ,   226   
  discovered in direct refl ective knowledge 

of self by Hegel, and by Nietzsche 
and Freud in their genealogical 
refutation of morality and 
religion,      35    

  Ferrari,      292  ,   292n19  ,   292n22  ,   292n23  ,   312   
  Fitzgerald,      xii  ,   258n58  ,   292n33  ,   312   
  Flasch,      140  ,   143  ,   170  ,   255n8  ,   279n58–59  , 

  280n78  ,   281n1  ,   312   
  formless matter    

  and the heaven of heaven    
  and the carnal interpretation of scripture,   

    204  –  206     
  as sound is to song so are Augustine’s years 

of unfreedom and wandering to the 
gift ed life,      15   

  its priority is as sound is to song,      243n49   
  sound is to song as an analogy of the gift ed 

life of the angels,      48    
  Fortin,      290n89  ,   298n65  ,   312   
  Fredriksen,      56  ,   57  ,   60  ,   246  ,   255  ,   255n8  ,   269n51  , 

  290n86  ,   312   
  free-will    

  on a purely penal view fails to account for 
unjust suff ering and the ineluctable 
in evil,      79   

  Adam and the fallen angels only make it 
more diffi  cult to understand how 
a good free-will could have chosen 
evil,      105   

  and grace are irreconcilable unless their 
three discourse levels – univocal, 
tragic, and lyric – belong to a 
narrative universal,      129  ,   179  , 
  197  ,   281n1   

  and self-hatred,      113   
  as freedom in the lyric economy is the 

freedom of perfection,      280n77   
  as the cause of evil transfers the 

question of evil from its gnostic 
origin into the sphere of action and 
willing,      79  

  but this purely penal view fails to 
account for unjust suff ering and the 
ineluctable in evil,      116  ,   120    

  Augustine says grace defeated free-will 
only in his theological struggle with 
free-will,      281n1   

  is the cause of evil,      74   
  the privation theory of evil underestimates 

the power of evil,      262n34   

  to be free one must act in an ethically 
justifi ed objective order of 
values,      280n77   

  Christ has absolute freedom where we are 
ineluctably bound,      190    

  Freud/Freudianism    
  and evil,      78   
  and God as Oedipal substitute vs God 

transformed via Hegel’s fi gures of 
the Spirit,       47  –  48    

  Freudian readings of the Confessions show 
that religion is an infantile and 
ancestral projection,      35   

  and Augustine, God, and the Oedipus 
complex,       47  –  53    

  Confessions as return of repressed vs 
Hegelian transformation beyond the 
reach of the repressed,       36  –  37    

  God’s fatherhood modeled on nonkinship 
symbols such as spouse, savior, 
creation as original salvation, 
friendship,       48  –  50    

  necessity    
  Augustinian grace of imagination 

and the upsurge of the possible 
vs resignation, resoluteness, and 
consent,      78  ,   167  ,   200  ,   201  ,   202  ,   214    

  neurotic Augustine and the infantile desire 
for omnipotence,       37  –  39    

  omnipotent, immortal neurotic desire 
projected on to God as Father as 
in killed by vs dying for as in Jesus’ 
freely willed death for all out of 
compassion-,       50  –  53    

  pathologizes Augustine’s relations with God 
as father to undermine Augustine’s 
testimony to a God who is more 
than a necessary illusion,       53  –  55    

  Patricius and the Oedipus 
complex,       37  –  41    

  readings of the Confessions    
  as demanded by modernity/late 

modernity and welcomed by 
Augustine,       34  –  37    

  modern/late modern critics,      35    
  resolution of the Oedipus complex:    

  transformation of infantile omnipotent 
immortal desire–from antagonism 
to acceptance of Patricius and his 
mortality,       39  –  41     

  return of the repressed with God as father in 
place of Patricius,      41    
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  friendship    
  a community of friends is the resurrection 

surplus,       215  –  217    
  and reciprocity, recognition, and respect,   

   221  ,   222  ,   225  ,   226  ,   227  ,   228  ,   230  ,   231  , 
  235  ,   300n8   

  as incomplete: the Manicheans excluded 
because friendship must include 
truth,      216      

  Gadamer    
  effi  cacity of history,      120  ,   272n30    

  Gaudentius, Donatists    
  the bishop of Timgad as a Utilitarian 

scapegoat vs a hyperethical coercive 
love of an enemy,       197  –  199     

  Gay,      56  ,   57  ,   60  ,   64  ,   255  ,   255n8  ,   255n9  ,   255n12  , 
  255n24  ,   312   

  Gibb,      270n74  ,   312   
  God    

  and apophasis,      239n7  ,   242n32  ,   243n32   
  and  docta ignorantia ,      10  ,   11  ,   14  ,   151  , 

  156  ,   162  ,   171  ,   191  ,   239n7  ,   242n27  , 
  270n85  ,   286n20   

  and inexpressibility,      14  ,   239n7  ,   242n20   
  and the  via negativa ,      243n32   
  as a necessary illusion.    See    Freud/

Freudianism  
  as  Deus Absconditus ,      149  ,   162  ,   163  ,   175  ,   178  , 

  183  ,   184  ,   189  ,   191  ,   194   
  as father.    See    Freud/Freudianism  
  as ineff able,      6  ,   12  ,   77  ,   86  ,   242n32  ,   287n32   
  as  mysterium tremendum et fascinans ,      235  , 

  236  ,   237   
  as unknowable,      10  ,   12  ,   239n7  ,   243n32  ,   287n32    

  Gray,      272n25  ,   312   
  Gross,      274n66   
  Grossi,      268  ,   293n33  ,   312  ,   318     

  Hallman,      284n55  ,   312   
  Harmless,      274n53  ,   275n75  ,   276n86  ,   281n83  , 

  285n95  ,   312   
  Harpham,      296n47  ,   312   
  Harrison,      262  ,   268n29  ,   275n75  ,   280n71  ,   280n77  , 

  281n91  ,   301n21  ,   303n41  ,   312   
  heart    

  as freed by a word spoken to it at 
Augustine’s conversion – there it 
embodies the resurrection surplus 
which disposes of him existentially 
and ontologically,      214   

  defi ned by friendship and devotion to 
ideas,      217   

  God as the heart of the heart,      235   
  purifi cation of    

  as obsession and psychoanalysis,      227   
  as prerequisite for loving participation in 

ideas,      227   
  as prerequisite for the experience of true 

happiness,      227     
  heaven of heaven    

  and formless matter and the spiritual 
interpretation of scripture,   
    204  –  206     

  Hegel    
  absolute knowledge vs eschatological 

symbolism and hope,      36   
  according to Ricoeur Hegel’s absolute 

dialectics of evil fails to respond to 
innocent suff ering,      162  ,   186  ,   267n12   

  Augustine and false consciousness: one    
  cannot know if the good chosen is a 

universal principle or evil as private 
self-will,      22  ,   32  ,   33  ,   35  ,   94  ,   130    

  Confessions as return of repressed vs 
Hegelian transformation 
beyond the reach of the 
repressed,       36  –  37    

  desire of desire as recognition is Hegel’s 
phrase for loving participation in 
ideas,      225   

  evil as an absolute dialectics,      262n36   
  fi gures of the Spirit    

  as guiding a non-neurotic resolution of 
the Oedipus complex    

  with Patricius and God,       35  –  36     
  goes beyond neurosis by dissolving 

kinship into non-kinship and 
establishing the ethical bond of 
community,      45  

  fi gures of the spirit guide the education of 
desire,       42  –  47   

  the contractual relationship as the 
second threshold for resolving 
neurosis–from arbitrary 
will to contractual will and 
personhood,       44  –  45    

  the Master/Slave dialectic as the 
fi rst threshold in resolving 
neurosis–immediacy of desire to 
self-consciousness,       42  –  43       

   Heidegger    
  moral relativism/situationalism    

  for bad conscience is merely inherited, 
good conscience hypocritical,      32  ,   33  , 
  94  ,   118  ,   247n115  ,   247n123   
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  in 1930s Germany,      32   
  leave us vulnerable to the vicious circle 

of indignation and self-justifi cation 
and prey to the charge of a secret 
self-complaisance,      94    

  necessity    
  Augustinian grace of imagination 

and the upsurge of the possible 
vs resignation, resoluteness, and 
consent,      32  ,   78  ,   184  ,   214     

  hell,      80  ,   95  ,   127  ,   195  ,   196  ,   285n95   
  hermeneutics    

  two levels of in Books 12 and 13,   
    204  –  206     

  Holtzen,      282n1  ,   312   
   homo spiritualis , the spiritual members of the 

church and the fourfold typology of 
humanity,       206  –  208    

  humility    
  as the medium of the lyrical life,      31   
  holds the key to the body in which the 

soul binds itself and confessional 
humility permits Augustine to 
re-enter time, space, memory and 
habit via a narrative which can 
re-time, re-member, and re-fi gure 
them for him and bring him to 
freedom,      90    

  Hunter,      272  ,   303n43  ,   304n47  ,   312   
  Husserl,      ix     

  incarnation    
  against Neoplatonism because    

  Augustine involves the soul more 
deeply in time via the body and 
the confessional story of a life, for 
Augustine the incarnation is the way 
of salvation,      87   

  mitigated dualism vs the 
incarnation,       90  –  91     

  ascent of soul via descent of soul in 
confessional Christianity,      7   

  unintelligible to the youthful Augustine 
because he cannot understand the 
diff erence between presumption and 
confession,      91   

  vs Manichaeism,      90      

  Jacquin,      135  ,   278n21  ,   312   
  James William    

  and mysticism.    See    mysticism   
  Jaspers,      1   
  Job    

  his non-narcissistic willingness to live in 
a world in which the narcissistic 
dimension of the complaint 
against suff ering remains 
unsatisfi ed,      200   

  learns to love God for naught,      78  ,   160  ,   161  , 
  174  ,   175  ,   186  ,   193   

  the theodicy of his friends,      89  ,   154  ,   160  ,   162  , 
  169  ,   170  ,   186  ,   187  ,   188  ,   288n51    

  Julian    
  and the platitudes of ethical monotheism,   

   81  ,   134  ,   135  ,   138  ,   139  ,   140  ,   142  ,   144  , 
  146  ,   147  ,   150  ,   191  ,   277n18  ,   279n44   

  debate with Augustine over original sin,      121  , 
  125  ,   128  ,   271n21   

  inherited sin in infants 
incomprehensible,      277n18   

  Julian taunted Augustine saying 
that he never abandoned 
Manichaeism,      261n32  

  contemporary versions of Julian’s 
taunt,      261n32       

  Kant    
  a modern version of the criteriology of 

the divine,      17   
  his critique of Augustine credible 

today,      3  ,   4   
  dismantled rational theology and 

theodicy,      260n26   
  his three postulates,      75  ,   259n13   
  moral imperative vs hyperethical morality,   

   12  ,   179  ,   243n35   
  no conceivable ground form which moral 

evil could have arisen,      260n26   
  radical evil,      106  ,   116  ,   267n25  ,   269n53   
  religion and the regeneration of freedom,   

   269n52  ,   299n70   
  schema of the productive imagination,   

   97  ,   266n10   
  the problem of evil belongs to the practical 

sphere not theodicy,      260n26   
  vs Barth,      267n12    

  Kenney    
  on Augustine’s mysticism,      7  ,   86  ,   240  ,   241n5  , 

  241n7  ,   241n15  ,   242n18  ,   242n19  , 
  242n28  ,   245n68  ,   245n73  ,   256n33  , 
  257n43  ,   259n11  ,   262n34  ,   263n44  , 
  263n51  ,   264n53  ,   284n77  ,   293n36  , 
  295n44  ,   297n55  ,   312    

  Kermode    
  the sense of an ending,      58  ,   59  ,   60  ,   69  ,   70  , 

  254n90  ,   255  ,   258n63  ,   312    
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  Kirwan    
  on predestination,      136  ,   138  ,   139  ,   147  ,   170  ,   278  , 

  278n27  ,   279n42  ,   279n44  ,   279n47  , 
  279n48  ,   280n71  ,   282n2  ,   313    

  Klemm,      240n6  ,   313   
  Kligerman,      35  ,   38  ,   39  ,   248  ,   249n24  ,   249n29  , 

  256n27  ,   313   
  Kohut.    See    narcissism  
  Kotz é ,      246n80  ,   313   
  Krauss,      278n26  ,   313     

  Lamberigts,      169  ,   170  ,   276  ,   277n18  ,   285  ,   285n86  , 
  300n8  ,   313   

  laughter, divine,      x  ,   xi  ,    67  ,   68  ,   69  ,   71  ,   72  ,   73  ,   166  , 
  178  ,   180  ,   191  ,   193  ,   197  ,   198  ,   199  ,   236.  
   See    derision, divine  

  Lawless,      241n13  ,   294  ,   313  ,   319   
  Lee,      278n28  ,   313   
  Legewie,      35  ,   248n4  ,   313   
  L é on-Dufour,      278n22  ,   313   
  Lerner    

  just world theory,      283  ,   284n69  ,   313    
  Levi,      178  ,   286n5–6   
  Levinas,      286n5  ,   289n65   
   libido dominandi ,      34  ,   237  ,   247n1   
  Lienhard    

  on friendship,      239n7  ,   254n91  ,   300  ,   300n8  , 
  301n10  ,   304n57  ,   307n92  ,   307n96  ,   311  , 
  313  ,   318  ,   319    

  Lieu    
  on Manichaeism,      261  ,   261n31  ,   261n33  , 

  265n73  ,   313    
  Lloyd,      263n42  ,   313   
  Lossl,      266  ,   283n26  ,   313   
  loving participation in ideas,       217  –  219   

  embodied as paradisal living together at 
Cassiciacum,      219   

  extends from immediate friends to 
enemies of scripture including the 
Manicheans,      219   

  involves a task: the salvifi c design takes 
Augustine community back to 
Africa,      219   

  reason transforms the life of feeling into 
desire for true happiness,      217    

  Lyonnet,      275n66  ,   313   
  lyric voice/gift  economy,       177  –  181   

  Augustine’s arduous journey to,       177  –  181    
  fear of retribution vs fear of losing the vision 

of God/fear without self-regard,      188   
  gratuitously willed suff ering    

  as an everyday aff air,      187   
  as the confessional story,       186  –  188   

  Christ teaches Job,      187    
  as the eucharist in Books 9 and 10,       186  –  187     

  mysticism,       6  –  15   
  Augustine’s focus is the theological 

meaning of mysticism vs James and 
phenomenologists focus on what 
is experienced,      7  ,   8  ,   10  ,   22  ,   239n7  , 
  240n4  ,   241n4  ,   241n7  ,   241n12  ,   241n14  , 
  241n15  ,   242n20  ,   242n29  ,   259n12  , 
  264n53  ,   301n9   

  ecstasy, rapture, union,      7  ,   8  ,   10  ,   14  ,   15  , 
  85  ,   89  ,   90  ,   204  ,   239n7  ,   240n4  , 
  241n14  ,   241n15  ,   242n20  ,   257n43  , 
  293n35  ,   301n9  

  and its role in Augustine’s theology:     
  fi rst, mysticism is an epistemic 

argument against the 
Manicheans,      7   

  second, it is a moral argument 
against the Neoplatonists,      8   

  third, the vision of God requires the 
strength gained from external 
signs, witnesses, the sacraments 
and liturgical worship in the 
confessing community,      8   

  fourth, at Ostia, Augustine discovers 
that being ineluctably bound, 
vision requires divestment, a 
 docta ignorantia  in which we 
touch God but do not understand 
or apprehend,      9   

  fi ft h, its importance for the lyric life 
and the knowledge of the heart,     11   

  the Vision at Ostia,       8  –  12   
  Christian contemplation vs 

Neoplatonic,      9   
  is a vision and a touching for in the 

Platonic concept of seeing, seeing 
is a form of touching that prints an 
 amantem memoriamn  on the soul of 
the viewer,      12   

  knowledge of God is by touching 
( attingere ), conjecturing ( conjiciens ), 
and groping, ( palpans ) a way of 
learned unknowing,      11     

  and suff ering without reserve,       184  –  189    
  the cathartic tragic/wisdom vision of God 

oscillates between the admirable and 
the monstrous,      178   
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  and the command to love as the poetic use 
of the imperative and hyperethical 
love of enemies vs Kant’s moral 
imperative,      12  ,   179  ,   197  ,   214   

  touches all ethics    
  for in the eschaton God is the future, 

the God of unknown possibilities,   
    179  –  181    

  for it treats all creation with solicitude, 
respect, admiration vs exploitation,   
    179  –  181     

  and the use of eros to signify agape,      13  , 
  179  ,   234   

  and the  via amoris ,      12  ,   235  ,   236  ,   243n32      

  Madec,      140  ,   279n69  ,   281n1  ,   292n28  ,   314   
  Mallard,      253n84  ,   253n86  ,   276n7  ,   289n59  , 

  289n63  ,   314   
  Manichaeism    

  and the Incarnation,      90  
  since for the Manicheans the body is evil 

they reject the incarnation-Jesus 
who is wholly divine cannot be born 
or die      90    

  as a dualism,      81  
  appealed to Augustine for it exonerated 

him from personal responsibility 
for sin,      81   

  confessional wisdom will have to 
respond to Manichaeism’s 
consciousness of physical 
suff ering, corporeal ignorance, 
and primordial evil,      83   

  its abiding truths,       82  –  83   
  as adopted by Augustine,      82    

  Augustine did not hypostatize the 
non-human source of inherited 
evil as an evil principle or let 
his narrative of original sin and 
predestination culminate in a 
theodicy,      83   

  Julian taunted Augustine saying 
that he never abandoned 
Manicheanism,      81  ,   82    

  as a dualism vs Augustine’s inherited 
non-voluntary sin,      81   

  its materialism excused Augustine’s 
intellectual and moral 
bondage,      82  ,   83   

  materialism and intellectual and moral 
bondage,      72  ,   74  ,   75   

  pride made Augustine’s ignorance as a 
Manichee invincible,      82    

  Mann,      255n20  ,   274n64  ,   314   
  Markus,      265n69  

  ancient historians and cyclical time vs linear 
time,      299n65   

  and the Law of the Talion,      282n9   
  coercion    

  and Augustine’s atomistic personalism 
and pluralistic vision,      196  ,   290n98  , 
  291n101   

  and the duties of Christian rulers,      196  , 
  197  ,   290n95–97   

  and the theology of the saeculum    
  as the secularization of history, the 

Roman empire, and the church,   
   196  ,   300n2    

  as a horrible doctrine,      196  ,   289n78    
  on sacred and secular history,   

   298n58  ,   298n63   
  on tempering punishment,      277n9  ,   277n11   
  relation of civil law and eternal law,   

   132  ,   277n10    
  marriage,       219  –  226   

  friendship between the spouses,      219  ,   224  , 
  225  ,   226   

  friendship between the spouses vs 
lust,      226   

  ideal of merges with continence and 
celibacy,      226   

  ideal of sexual abstinence,      226  ,   230   
  modern Ricoeurian approach to sexuality 

and marriage,       219  –  226    
  reciprocity, recognition, and respect,      132  , 

  223  ,   224  ,   230   
  sexual lust,      221  ,   223  ,   224  ,   225  ,   226  , 

  229  ,   230   
  solidarity of spouses as sacrament of the 

kenotic love of Christ “for all,”      226   
  solidarity of spouses as symbol of human 

solidarity in City of God vs lust for 
power of Roman and Babylonian 
empires,      225   

  vs continence and celibacy,      219   
  vs continence and celibacy at conversion of 

Augustine,      229  ,   230    
  Marrou,      292n33  ,   300n5  ,   314   
  McGinn    

  on mysticism,      9  ,   12  ,   14  ,   239  ,   241n4  ,   241n13  , 
  241n14  ,   242n20  ,   242n30  ,   243n38  , 
  243n42  ,   286n16  ,   314    
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  McWilliam (Dewart)    
  on salvation,      268n29  ,   277n7  ,   314  ,   318  ,   319    

  Miles,     265n69 
  on the Platonic concept of vision,      12  ,   242n31  , 

  243n43  ,   255n8  ,   263n41  ,   265n71  , 
  307n90  ,   314    

  Momigliano    
  on linear vs cyclical time in ancient 

historiography,      299n65  ,   314    
  Monica.    See    ransom theory  ;   narcissism  ;   Freud/

Freudianism  ;   testimony  ;   marriage 
vs continence and celibacy  ;   women: 
status of  ;   mysticism 

  as confessor,      164  ,   165   
  at Ostia,      86  ,   164   
  her death,      164  ,   233   
  her tears,      153  ,   183   
  her wisdom,      164   
  idealized vs normalized,      250n36   
  interpreter of dreams as signs,      25  ,   61  ,   64  ,   165   
  marriage    

  and submission in,      220   
  continence/celibacy,      225    

  with the faith of a man,      217    
  Montgomery,      270n74  ,   312     

  Nabert    
  and testimony,      15  ,   240n8  ,   244n50   
  gratuitously willed suff ering,      187  ,   237  , 

  247n116, n117  ,   288n46  ,   307n100   
  secret self-complaisance, the unjustifi able, 

and original sin,      94  ,   178  ,   247n121, 
n122  ,   266n3  ,   269n53  ,   286n4    

  narcissism    
  a literary analysis of the Confessions,       59  –  65   

  absorption into God vs confessional 
discernment of the eternal meaning 
of temporal, bodily, personal 
identity,       63  –  64    

  as a covert way to win readers as 
self-objects vs a non-individualistic 
asceticism creating a confessional 
community,       64  –  65    

  Monica’s confessional role in the plot 
shows the confessional medium as a 
novel means of salvation,       59  –  63     

  a theological interpretation    
  and narratives vital lie,       69  –  70    
  Confessions breaks with the paradigm 

in which the hero moves inexorably 
to his vocation, instead hope is an 

endless confessional crisis, traversal, 
connection, that must stand for 
synthesis and against the bad faith of 
false syntheses,       69  –  70    

  the need for meaning and purpose for 
Augustine and his community vs 
replacing the happy ending with 
ongoing crisis,      69    

  according to Kohut narcissism    
  is due not to abnormal,      247n116, n117  , 

  286n4, n46  ,   307n100   
  self-love but a defi cit in self-love and a 

lack of signifi cant others,      57    
  signifi cant others act as self-objects 

and fend off  fragmentation 
anxiety,      57   

  Kermode following Nietzsche claims 
that the sense of an ending acts 
as a consoling vital lie,       57  –  60   ,   69  , 
  70  ,   255n17   

  Kohut, the psychohistorians and 
Augustine,       56  –  59    

  the psychohistorians claim that Confessions 
were written as a literary 
self-object,       57  –  58    

  the consoling plot as the textual equivalent 
of Kohut’s self-object turns universal 
redemption – “Christ died for 
all” – into a narcissistic project – the 
rehabilitation of Augustine’s past,      58   

  the historical evidence    
  Augustine’s coerced ordination,       65  –  69    
  Letter 10 – becoming God-like with a 

select few vs Letter 21 – coerced 
ordination “for all,”       65  –  67    

  Letter 21 claims that God derides 
Augustine’s choice of a select few in 
favor a trans- narcissistic confessional 
community “for all,”       67  –  69      

  narrative    
  as a pre-conversion, pagan story,      80   
  as a universal    

  and the life of Christ,      80  ,   183  ,   189   
  and original sin,      100   
  and tragedy,      178   
  vs theory,      168   
  vs univocal language,      147   
  with a confessional sense of ending,      123  , 

  183  ,   282n1   
  with characters as individuals,      150   
  with Pauline sense of ending,      167    
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  paradigm    
  and its fourfold typology,      120  ,   122    

  theory of,       96  –  99   ,    149  –  151   
  narrative universals,      x  ,   96  ,   98  ,   99  ,   123     

  Nebridius,      66  ,   216  ,   219   
  necessity    

  Augustinian grace of imagination and the 
upsurge of the possible vs secular 
resignation and resoluteness,      78    

  Neoplatonism    
  as a mitigated dualism,       84  –  88    
  allows Augustine to see that spiritual 

concupiscence, not bodily 
concupiscence, subjects the soul 
to the body in an involuntary 
bondage,      86   

  and its God is the ineff able One, the 
Alone vs Augustine’s God who is 
intimately concerned in his personal 
life,      86   

  and its privation theory of evil vs opposed 
primordial Manichean principles,      84   

  and presumption,      72   
  and spirit and spiritual ascent,      75   
  and the incarnation    

  the presumptuous soul fl ees the body 
vs confessional/incarnational 
Christianity which in humility 
frees the soul from its involuntary 
bondage via the body, memory, and 
narrated time,      90    

  and its body-soul dualism, Augustine replaces 
with spiritual dualism in which 
inherited and spiritual concupiscence 
pervert the soul in pride,      88   

  as existential dualism vs Manichean 
metaphysical dualism,      84   

  Augustine acknowledges its cognitive value 
and condemns it for its salvifi c 
inadequacy,      8  ,   10  ,   86   

  Augustine found that the brevity of 
contemplation and the falling back 
of the soul into the body reveals the 
unbridgeable gap between God and 
soul,      85   

  Augustine parts company with Plotinus 
and Platonism by involving the 
soul more deeply in time, the 
body, and the confessional story 
of a life: incarnation is the way of 
salvation,      87   

  the unbridgeable gap can be overcome for 
great souls like Plotinus through 
contemplation vs Augustine who 
despite contemplative success fi nds 
he is in need of a savior,      85   

  for Neoplatonism evil is the passivity of 
desire vs Augustine’s Pauline active 
evil will,      87   

  Nietzsche.    See    narcissism: Kermode  ;   false 
consciousness  

  and the rhetorical posturing of conf. 4.6.11,       
      306n76   

  as a Master of Suspicion,      259n17   
  genealogical refutation of morality and 

religion,      3  ,   17  ,   22  ,   31  ,   32  ,   33  ,   34  , 
  35  ,   254n90   

  genealogical refutation of morality and 
religion cannot escape from his own 
indignation and self-justifi cation and 
secret self-complacence,      32      

  O’Connell,      279  ,   314  ,   317   
  O’Daly,      294n39  ,   314   
  O’Donnell    

  Augustine and his parents,      250n37   
  Scripture and Plotinus are Augustine’s 

spiritual authorities,      245n71   
  Augustine identifi es with Paul,      296n47   
  Augustine links the sexual and 

mystical,      307n85   
  Augustine on the  Hortensius ,      251n51   
  Augustine uses mystical and erotic 

imagery,      243n39   
  Augustine’s fear of losing his educated 

audience,      257n53   
  Bible criteriology vs Manichean,      258n9   
  Books 11–13 mark the gradual union of 

world with God,      293n35   
  boundary between  superstitio  and  vera 

religione ,      259n19   
  confession balances Augustine on a 

high wire above and between 
a predestinarianism and a 
semi- Pelagianism,      282n1   

  creation as  formatio  of  materia informis  
parallels  conversio  of the fallen 
creature,      252n74   

  eucharist in Books 9 and 10,      253n85   
  God and the reader as a book,      296n50   
  God-less tears vs confessional tears,      306n79   
  humility and the incarnation,      266n76   
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  marriage and celibacy,      302n33   
  marriage vs celibacy,      219   
  modern sensibilities vs Augustine’s,      303n46   
  on Augustine and his parents,      251n42   
  on Augustine’s ascents,      242n16  ,   242n29   
  on Augustine’s ascents and scriptural 

contemplation,      243n46   
  on Augustine’s conversion and 

continence,      251n46   
  on Christ,      246n92  ,   265n72  ,   266n78   
  on Christ as  viam ,      260n27   
  on concupiscence,      251n49   
  on continence,      305n64   
  on  fi des  and  intellegentia  and  homo 

spiritualis ,      295n44   
  on friendship with God,      253n76   
  on interpretation of scripture,      297n51   
  on  kenosis ,      253n84   
  on Letter 21,      257n53   
  on liturgy,      288n44   
  on Manichaeism,      241n7   
  on modern views of Augustine’s vices and 

virtues,      251n49   
  on monastic life,      254n1  ,   257n56   
  on Monica and Augustine,      250n35  ,   250n36   
  on mysticism,      241n12   
  on Neoplatonism vs Courcelle,      8   
  on Patricius and Augustine,      250n33   
  on Patricius and paganism,      249n31   
  on Patricius and puberty,      249n31   
  on Porphyry vs Augustine on the body,      292n31   
  on  profunditas ,      287n33   
  on relation for Plato and Augustine of time/

eternity to God,      293n34   
  on responsibility of the will for evil,      296n48   
  on  Rom. 11.13,           261n29   
  on  Rom. 11.13  and free-will and grace,   

   285n114   
  on Socrates and autarky,      16   
  on  spiritales , and the  carnales ,      295n45   
  on spiritual concupiscence,      86   
  on status of women,      301n17   
  on the historical accuracy of his conversion 

scene,      244n54  ,   244n63   
  on the visions of Book 7, 8, 16, see              31  ,   32  ,   52   
  on time,      294n39   
  on Victorinus,      244n59   
  on Paul vs Plotinus,      247n111   
  on presumption vs confession,      266n77   
  reports on Augustine’s opinion of his 

treatment of his concubine,      305n61    

  O’Donovan,      270n77  ,   305  ,   314   
  ontological feeling,      237   
  original sin.    See    autarky  ;   concupiscence  ; 

   peccata originalia  
  and Manichean dualism,      83   
  and narrative,      92   
  and the criteriology of the divine,      72   
  as a triple hatred,       94  –  114    
  as hatred without a cause,      109  ,   125   
  as historical    

  as autobiography of everyman,      116  ,   122   
  as ontological vs gnostic theodicy and 

etiological myth,      95  ,   101  ,   115  ,   116  , 
  125  ,   184   

  effi  cacity of history,      120   
  ontological status of evil action,      116    

  historical and ontological status,       116  –  123    
  historical time    

  inherited guilt as an effi  cacious heritage,   
    118  –  126    

  meaningful action as an effi  cacious 
heritage,       117  –  118     

  infants    
  Spelke on prelingual thinking,      121    

  inherited guilt,      73  ,   95  ,   119  ,   120  ,   121  ,   126  ,   127  , 
  136  ,   159   

  inscrutable origin of evil,       123  –  126    
  invincible hatred of God and 

truth,       102  –  109    
  its perennial problems,       94  –  96    
  lust in intercourse    

  as a historical trace,      118   
  as illustrative,      118    

  no mystery of perdition vs mystery of 
election,      115  ,   125  ,   127  ,   169   

  positive power of evil as self-hatred,       109  –  114    
  propagation    

  and evolution,      118   
  and virtue-based morality,      119   
  as contagion,      119   
  as inherited,      118  ,   271n21   
  the development of Augustine’s teaching 

on,      271n21    
  Ricoeur’s threefold critique,       99  –  102    
  the development of the mature 

doctrine,      267n29   
  the voluntary involuntary and the power of 

evil,       102  –  109    
  threefold anteriority of,      116  ,   271n5   
  unbaptized infants,       126  –  129   

  aboard a plague ship,      122   
  aboard a slave ship,      122   

O’Donnell (cont.)
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  as Suff ering Itself, as a heartrending fact,   
   126  ,   127  ,   128  ,   178  ,   275n76  ,   276n86   

  Augustine’s horror at their fate,      137  ,   192   
  Augustine’s teaching rejected by critics,   

   126  ,   140   
  damnation of,      126  ,   130  ,   135  ,   136  ,   169  , 

  275n75  ,   276n86   
  damnation of hidden in mystery,      126  , 

  138  ,   143   
  deserve neither praise nor blame of their 

own proper will,      121   
  infant baptized for the remission of 

sins according to Cyprian, and the 
Apostles,      127  ,   274n66   

  inherited by,      267n29  ,   271n21  ,   272n21  , 
  275n66  ,   275n75   

  inherited evil in language,      121   
  teaching on discredited,      177     

  Otten    
  and the Augustinian surplus,      242  ,   242n21  , 

  243n32  ,   264  ,   301  ,   302n27  ,   302n40  , 
  304n48  ,   304n50  ,   304n56  ,   314      

  pagan/paganism,      23  ,   49  ,   80  ,   92  ,   249n31  ,   258n59   
  passions    

  as in great passions    
  as idols vs symbols of resurrection 

friendship,       232  –  233    
  desire to live vs desire for happiness as in 

willing the all of happiness,      231   
  embody a fallen versions of the risen life,   

    231  –  234    
  schematized as loving participation in 

ideas,      232   
  their symbolic character and 

idolatry,      232   
  vs pleasure,      231   
  the youthful Augustine and his friend,   

    231  –  233      
  Patricius    

  and baptism    
  as death and new birth in Christ 

creates community based on 
the resurrection community vs. 
ancestor/kinship,      40  ,   62  ,   249n33     

  Paulinus    
  abstaining from sexual intercourse,      225   
  on friendship vs Augustine’s view of 

friendship,      300n8   
  reader of the Confessions,      6    

  Pelagianism,      200  ,   268n29  ,   276n91  ,   279n53  , 
  285n89  ,   309  ,   313  ,   319   

  Pelagius,      65  ,   98  ,   146  ,   147  ,   150  ,   247n112  ,   268n29  , 
  277n18  ,   281n1  ,   281n91  ,   311  ,   319   

  Pelikan,      275  ,   281n83  ,   315   
  Plato.    See    creation  ;   scripture  ;   time  ;   mysticism  ; 

  contemplation  ;   ascent to God 
  celestial clock,       208  –  211     

  Plotinus,      9  ,   10  ,   21  ,   31  ,   86  ,   87  ,   146  ,   162  ,   186  , 
  241n14  ,   242n22  ,   244n52  ,   244n59  , 
  245n71  ,   245n78  ,   246n111  ,   247n112  , 
  256n33  ,   262n34  ,   263n42  ,   263n46  ,   309  

  and the ascent of the soul,      85    
  Pollmann,      297n53  ,   315   
  Ponticianus    

  as a witness,      20  ,   26  ,   49    
  Porphyry    

  as a witness,      85  ,   292n31    
  Portali é ,      135  ,   137  ,   278n20  ,   315   
  Power,      102  ,   109  ,   250n33  ,   256n27  ,   273n51  ,   315  ,   316   
  predestination    

  and the criteriology of the divine,      72   
  bad faith defense according to modern 

critics,      138  ,   140  ,   170  ,   173   
  cause/permission distinction,      139  ,   142  , 

  143  ,   280n71   
  critics claim that Augustine replaced 

astrological fatalism with divine 
fatalism,      203   

  Donatists    
  coercion of,       194  –  199    
  the bishop of Timgad as a Utilitarian 

scapegoat vs a hyperethical coercive 
love of an enemy,       197  –  199     

  in a univocal justice economy    
  and cause/permission distinction,      142   
  and double predestination,      130  ,   134  ,   137  , 

  139  ,   147   
  and the fate of the non-elect,      130  ,   134  ,   137   
  critics old and new rightly reject,       134  –  141    
  critics old and new rightly reject a 

compassionate justice hidden in 
mystery as a rationalization in bad 
faith,       141  –  144    

  God’s love measured so as to satisfy 
justice,      127  ,   130  ,   131  ,   134  ,   137  ,   138  , 
  145  ,   146   

  ransom theory’s trial satisfi es the logic of 
punishment,       131  –  134    

  the law of the talion as the ‘literal/normal’ 
reference for the judicial,       282n9.     See   
 Markus.  

  the platitudes of ethical monotheism,      33  , 
  130  ,   134  ,   141  ,   146  ,   152  ,   154  ,   161  ,   178  ,   185   
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  vs God as arbitrary,      130  ,   138  ,   139  ,   142  , 
  143  ,   148   

  vs in Ransom theory as a tragic 
memorial,       144  –  146     

  in a wisdom/tragic economy    
  as a tragic theology, a  docta ignorantia  

before a  Deus Absconditus ,       157  –  163    
  as the emplotment of a confessional 

identity and its triple freedom,   
    149  –  151    

  autarky acts as a literal/normal reference 
for an indirect wisdom or lyrical 
narrative reference,      150   

  narrative refi guration according to 
Aristotle, intends truth,      151   

  teaches tragic wisdom as a 
non-narcissistic learned unknowing,   
    167  –  176    

  the emplotment of character as a 
confessional identity,      150  ,   151  , 
  179  ,   189   

  the judicial acts as a ‘literal/ normal’ 
reference for an indirect wisdom 
reference or lyrical narrative 
reference,      77  ,   78  ,   123  ,   150  ,   157  ,   163  , 
  169  ,   171  ,   183   

  the truths of tragic theology,       151  –  155    
  uses a narrative/theatre medium,      152  ,   156  , 

   163  –  167    
  wisdom acts as a ‘literal/normal’ reference 

for an indirect lyrical narrative 
reference,      147  ,   150  ,   152   

  without the judicial and wisdom as the 
‘literal/ normal’ references the 
lyrical narrative reference cannot be 
known,      179    

  in the lyric economy    
  as an anti-voluntaristic narrative of 

freedom from ineluctable bondage 
and for gratuitous service of all,   
    193  –  194    

  as the lyrical third freedom refi gures 
justice and wisdom,      149  ,   150  ,   151  ,   153  , 
  154  ,   155  ,   156  ,   162  ,   172  ,   174   

  Christ’s gratuitously willed suff ering 
transvaluates legalism and Greek 
tragic wisdom,       188  –  189    

  is confessional freedom for consent 
to tragic wisdom and for Christ’s 
gratuitous service of all,      194   

  tragic virtues vs vices protect the lyrical 
life from self-righteousness and 
legalism,       184  –  186    

  transformed by Christ’s gratuitously 
willed suff ering from ineluctable fate 
into a gift ,       189  –  191     

  model sermon    
  a confessional narrative universal with its 

triple conversion to a triple freedom,   
    181  –  184    

  and abusing the audience,      182   
  role of Esau, Pharaoh, Judas, the 

anonymous third person,      183   
  the congregation in the fear and 

trembling of the tragic chorus 
renounce their injured 
narcissism by joining their story to 
Christ’s story of gratuitously willed 
suff ering,       191  –  193      

  Prodigal Son,      20  ,   21  ,   249n33   
  Pruyser,      35  ,   248n8  ,   315     

  Quinn    
  on time,      294n39  ,   298n65  ,   315      

  ransom theory,       131  –  134   ,    144  –  146   ,   186   
  rest/restlessness    

  and concentration as the deepening of life 
within time,      202  ,   206   

  and concentration as the deepening of life 
within time given by the Bible,      207  , 
  209  ,   211   

  and concentration as the true opposite of 
dispersion vs atemporality,      211   

  and eternity,      211   
  and the heart,      215   
  and true form,      206   
  truth makes the heart restless and stretches 

desire beyond vital need,      217    
  resurrection    

  community    
  as a community of friends with God in 

truth,       215  –  217    
  communitarian/confessional asceticism,   

    226  –  231     
  community and marriage    

  lust for honor vs respect and reciprocity,   
   222  ,   226  ,   230  ,   231  ,   232    

  ontological feelings    
  and God as formless as an  amantem 

memoriam ,      234   

predestination (cont.)
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  as formless and schematized in the 
criteriology,      234   

  as substratum for loving participation in 
ideas and friendship,      234    

  its surplus as the kenotic essence of the 
lyrical life the Confessions, reveals 
its historical and communitarian 
implications of,       214  –  215     

  Ricoeur  (passim)     
  historical time    

  meaningful action as an effi  cacious 
heritage,       117  –  118    

  traditionality, traditions, tradition,      120    
  marriage, theory of,      3   
  on original sin:    

  his threefold critique,       99  –  102   ,   115    
  on sexuality and marriage,       219  –  226    
  on theodicy,       157  –  163    
  on tragic theology,       157  –  163    
  original sin    

  and unjust suff ering and the massive 
indictment of the whole of 
humanity,      79   

  as an anti-gnostic gnosis, as a rationalized 
myth,      79   

  its conceptual incoherence,      79   
  malicious intent,      104    

  tragedy’s medium    
  is narrative/theatre,      152  ,    163  –  167      

  Rigby,      36  ,   53  ,   54  ,   56  ,   239n1  ,   239n2  ,   239n3  , 
  239n4  ,   248n15  ,   252n56  ,   264n62  , 
  265n65  ,   277n14  ,   310  ,   316   

  Ring,      267n29  ,   316   
  Rist    

  on loving belief and moral and theological 
understanding,      29  ,   107  ,   245n102  , 
  260n20  ,   269n55   

  on predestination,      137  ,   138  ,   139  ,   143  ,   144  , 
  170  ,   171  ,   278n35  ,   279n45, n49  , 
  280n76n77        

  Rondet,      137  ,   274  ,   278n30  ,   316   
  Rosen,      xii  ,   239n9  ,   317   
  Rottmanner,      135  ,   136  ,   278  ,   278n28  ,   317   
  Rudnytsky,      248n5  ,   317   
  Russell,      293n33  ,   294n39  ,   300n6  ,   317     

  Sage    
  on the development of the doctrine of 

original sin,      266  ,   267n29  ,   268n29  , 
  272  ,   272n21  ,   317    

  Saint-Martin,      137  ,   278n31  ,   317   

  Schindler,      256n27  ,   317   
  Schlabach    

  coercion and the Donatists,      122  ,   196  ,   197  , 
  289n78  ,   291n100   

  Neoplatonism and the ascent of Book 10,   
   268n49  ,   269n49   

  on continence,      306n65   
  on friendship and adultery,      272n22  ,   317   
  on original sin and the plague ship,      121  , 

  273n50  ,   274n56   
  on sexuality and violence,      302n27  ,   304n53    

  Schmidt    
  on time,      204  ,   292n27  ,   317    

  scripture    
  as the heavens/fi rmament    

  as Plato’s celestial clock,       208  –  211    
  can they be said to move?,       210  –  211      

  semi-Pelagianism,      131  ,   136  ,   141  ,   188  ,   282n1   
  Shaw,      xiv  ,   250n33  ,   317   
  Simplicianus    

  as a witness,      17  ,   18  ,   19  ,   20  ,   26  ,   62  ,   267n29  , 
  295n44  ,   316    

  Socrates    
  and autarky,      16  ,   17  ,   263n46    

  Solignac    
  on continence in Book 8,      252n56   
  on reductionist Freudian interpretations of 

Augustine,      35  ,   248n6   
  on self-hatred,      270n83   
  on the meaning of  confessio ,      257n37   
  on the propagation of concupiscence,      271n21    

  Spinoza    
   Deus sive natura ,      78  ,   302n27    

  Spirit    
  and the interpretation of scripture    

  and the fourfold typology of humanity,   
    206  –  208    

  and the two levels of hermeneutics,       204  –  206      
  Stoic    

  attitude to life: detachment, resoluteness, 
and consent vs hope and the creative 
imagination of the possible,      64  ,   202  , 
  203  ,   233  ,   299n70   

  cyclical time vs linear time,      298n65   
  wisdom is autarky and self-contained 

intelligence vs listening and 
interpreting,      17  ,   203    

  Studer    
  on predestination and mystery,      138  ,   140  , 

  141  ,   144  ,   171  ,   279  ,   279n54  ,   279n62  , 
  280n68  ,   280n79  ,   317    
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  suff ering.    See    evil  ,   Hegel  ,   Job  ,   narcissism  , 
  theodicy  ,   unbaptized infants 

  and inherited guilt,      127   
  and testimony,      19  ,   55  ,   75   
  as fear of retribution vs fear of losing 

the vision of God/fear without 
self-regard,      188   

  as gratuitously willed,      32  ,   33  ,   187  ,   237   
  as the fi rst issue a religious thinker had to 

face,      128   
  Augustine’s narrative responds to suff ering 

by unblocking the story,      148  ,   151   
  gratuitously willed suff ering as an everyday 

aff air in the life of members of the 
congregation,      187   

  inherited guilt,      126   
  Manicheans believed that the soul is trapped 

in unmerited suff ering by a principle 
of evil,      83   

  Manicheans emphasized physical 
suff ering,      83  ,   84   

  Neoplatonism explains physical suff ering 
in terms of the absence order in the 
immaterial,      84   

  as non-narcissistic, as the willingness to live 
in a world in which the narcissistic 
dimension of the complaint against 
suff ering remains unsatisfi ed,      149  , 
  185  ,   189  ,   194  ,   200  ,   233   

  of infants,      126   
  Ricoeur’s narrative response to evil and 

suff ering,       96  –  99   ,   267n21   
  the failure of Augustinian theodicy to 

provide a credible criteriology of evil 
and suff ering for today,       76  –  79    

  theodicy    
  the Augustinian consensus failed because 

its purely penal view of evil could 
not account for unjust suff ering and 
the involuntary in evil,      79    

  tragedy    
  and facing suff ering as destiny,      153  ,   157   
  the confessional narrative and the tragic 

genre guard against the totalizing 
forgetfulness of the theodicies,      168   

  the confessional narrative genre brings 
Augustine close to the tragic 
vision,      152    

  unbaptized infants    
  as Suff ering Itself, are a heartrending fact,   

    126  –  129   ,   275n76     
  their suff ering cannot be natural,      127     

  tears    
  confessional vs narcissistic,      11  ,   16  ,   25  ,   61  , 

  65  ,   68  ,   70  ,   90  ,   91  ,   153  ,   165  ,   186  ,   217  , 
  226  ,   233   

  confessional vs tragic,      153    
  TeSelle,      240n2  ,   257n44–49  ,   304n57  

  God’s fi delity grants permanence to human 
fi nitude in the next life,      294n40   

  God’s rest vs human restlessness,      294n42   
  infl uences on the development of 

Augustine’s doctrine of original 
sin,      274n66   

  on Lonergan and Barth’s theories of 
grace,      278n24   

  on original sin,      119  ,   122  ,   123  ,   145  ,   150  ,   267n29  , 
  272n27  ,   273n39–42  ,   273n45–6  , 
  273n58–60  ,   274n55   

  on predestination,      135  ,   276n6   
  on ransom theory and the legal scene 

as a memorial of an economy 
from which Christ saves Monica,   
   150  ,   277n7   

  on ransom theory and the tragic and 
irrevocable consequences of 
Adam’s sin,      122  ,   145  ,   151  ,   158  , 
  280n82  ,   281n83–86  ,   282n10  , 
  283n13  ,   284n51   

  on ransom theory in Augustine’s later 
works,      277n7   

  on  Tolma  and true independence,      252n59   
  that one cannot surpass one’s created 

form,      293n34    
  Teske    

  homo spiritualis,      295n44  ,   299n66    
  testimony    

  as a life story vs an example or 
symbol,       17  –  20    

  as defeasible,      24  ,   35   
  proof    

  and liberal sciences/arts,      25  ,   28  ,   30   
  and philosophical proof    

  necessary vs probable,      23   
  solving a problem vs responding to a 

call,      29    
  doxic vs veritative,      28   
  external hermeneutics of testimony    

  and refl ection,      73   
  arousing passions and dispositions,      24   
  as a trial,       23  –  27    
  as scandalous,      16   
  as scripture and worship,      8  ,   215   
  as sign of God,      16   
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  as witness.    See    Ambrose, an 
ex-Manichean bishop, Monica, 
Ponticianus, St. Antony, Victorinus  

  invests a moment of history with an 
absolute character,       15  –  20     

  as internal,       20  –  23   ,   26  ,   34  ,   55  ,   73  
  as gauging authenticity of external 

signs,      73   
  self reports as untrustworthy,      34  ,   35    

  species of,       28  –  31      
  theodicy    

  Augustinian    
  Augustine grace of imagination and the 

upsurge of the possible vs secular 
resignation and resoluteness,      78   

  Augustine vs simple faith and trust in 
God,      77   

  Augustine vs simple fundamentalist 
faith,      78   

  consensus failed because its purely penal 
view of evil could not account for 
unjust suff ering and the involuntary 
in evil,      79   

  contested by moderns Hick and Process 
theologians and by Augustine 
himself,      76  ,   77   

  fails to provide a credible criteriology of 
evil and suff ering,       76  –  79    

  the deity is impassible, only in Christ 
does God become a suff ering 
companion of humanity,      78   

  vs God of compassion with limited power 
especially since First World War and 
the Holocaust,      77   

  as Gnostic explains the origin of evil: 
Ricoeur claims that original sin is an 
anti-gnostic gnosis and rationalized 
myth,      78    

  Ricoeur give a brief history showing why 
the Augustinian consensus and all 
theodicies must fail,      260n26    

  Th onnard,      137  ,   278n32  ,   318   
  Tilley    

  on the Donatists,      277n8  ,   290n79  ,   290n83  , 
  291n103  ,   318    

  time    
  and Plato’s celestial clock,       208  –  211    
  and the fourfold typology of humanity,   

    206  –  208    
  as a personal span of,      204  ,   208  ,   209  ,   210  

  allows the Bible to replace the 
fi rmament,      204    

  as subjective and independent of 
cosmological reference,      204   

  as the time of fate,      202   
  as the time of salvation,      203   
  cyclical time vs linear time,      202  ,   299n65   
  hierarchized by eternity as Pauline hope and 

in the archetypal narrative of the 
Bible,      204   

  in world soul,      202   
   intentio/distentio ,      205  

  as concentration vs scattering,      87  , 
  206  ,   293n34  

  and history,      181   
  and the life of Christ,      189  ,   190   
  and  intentio  of the scriptures,      165   
  and spiritual interpretation,      207  ,   208  , 

  209  ,   211   
  and the eternal  intentio  of God,      165   
  and the eternal  intentio  of scripture,      165   
  via the life of Christ,      90     

  internal hierarchy,      204  
  as stretched out between the heaven of 

heaven and formless matter,       204  –  206     
  the Bible narrative times the course of 

human existence from Genesis to 
Apocalypse,      204   

  the soul measures the fl ux by distending 
itself in memory, attention, and 
anticipation,      204    

  tragic theology;    See    predestination: in 
a wisdom/tragic economy  ; 
  predestination: in a lyric/gift  
economy and the model sermon  ; 
  ransom theory  ;   original sin  

  Trinity    
  and contemplation,      297n55   
  and conversion,      252n74   
  and friendship,      235   
  and the  analogia fi dei     

  according to which the self knows itself 
through knowing the Trinity,      15  ,   73  , 
  206  ,   254n91  ,   296n47  ,   297n55   

  in which through love of neighbor the self 
knows itself through knowing the 
Trinity,      241n14    

  and the beauty and praise of 
creation,      291n16   

  and time,      293n34   
  as a deformed image reveals the self-hating 

self,      111    
  Troncarelli,      255n8  ,   318   
  Turmel,      274n66  ,   318     
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  van Bavel    
  and  docta ignorantia ,      10  ,   11  ,   239n7  ,   242n23  , 

  242n27  ,       286n20  ,   287n32  ,   300n8    
  van Fleteren,      244n52  ,   248n14  ,   274n52  ,   309  , 

  311  ,   318   
  Veer, de,      268n29  ,   318   
  Verecundus    

  and marriage,      216  ,   219  ,   224  ,   225  ,   303n43    
  Victorinus    

  as a witness,       17  –  20   ,   62   
  translated Plotinus,      244n59      

  Wallace    
  on Ricoeur,      240n7  ,   273n37  ,   316  ,   318    

  Weinberg    
  modernity’s “literal/ normal” discourse is a 

univocal autarkical discourse,      214   
  necessity    

  Augustinian grace of imagination and the 
upsurge of the possible vs secular 
resignation and resoluteness,      214    

  on atheism,      214  ,   300n4  ,   318    
  Wetzel    

  confession is always in the fi rst person 
and belongs to humility not to 
despair,      287n28   

  on force in conversion,      282n1   
  on love, vulnerability, and freedom,      256n34  , 

  261n32  ,   281n1   
  on predestination,      139  ,   140  ,   170  ,   171  ,     279n53  , 

  285n89  ,   287n28  ,   288n51   
  on Stoic autarky,      17  ,   244n56   
  on the ambiguity of fl esh in Plotinus,      263n43   
  on the development of Augustine’s teaching 

on original sin,      267n89   
  progress for Augustine in Book 7 depends 

on the eucharist,      8  ,   13   

  to be free one must act in an ethically 
justifi ed objective order of 
value,      280n77   

  unrecognized love of God destroys the 
fl esh,      264n62    

  Williams    
  selfl ess presence to the Trinity where 

self-knowledge is realized as in the 
 analogia fi dei ,      307n91   

  the human can image the changeless Trinity 
by movement and change which in 
its turn is grounded and enabled by 
the Spirit,      294n43   

  the story of creation,      252n74    
  wisdom    

  as a confessional journey into ineluctable 
mystery vs a univocal ethical 
calculation and the law of 
retribution,      80   

  as a confessional narrative universal 
with Christ as the  via  vs Platonic 
contemplation,      79   

  confessional wisdom teaches the ethical 
and trans-ethical intermediate 
knowledge for a life lived in 
ineluctable mystery,      80   

  confessional wisdom teaches one to travel in 
a trans-ethical world of freedom and 
justice and ineluctable evil and God’s 
pleasure,       79  –  81     

  women status of,       219  –  226   
  for Augustine,       219  –  226   

  for his critics,      3  ,   41  ,   62  ,   220  , 
  229  ,   301n20    

  in antiquity,      219  ,   226    
  worship.    See    predestination  ;   the model 

sermon  ;   eucharist     
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